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57 ABSTRACT 

The improved hydrotherapy foot bath disclosed pro 
vides comforting and refreshing hydro-massage for 
feet and the like. The foot bath comprises a molded 
plastic body including a tub compartment and a sec 
ond, separate compartment. The tub compartment has 
side and bottom walls and is adapted to hold a volume 
of water that affords hydro-massage action. The sec 
ond compartment is isolated from the tub compart 
ment so as to prevent the ingress of water from the tub 
compartment into the second compartment and 
houses a conventional electromagnetic coil type vibra 
tor. The vibrator is mounted in the second compart 
ment so as to impart vibratory motion to the walls of 
the tub compartment. This vibratory motion causes 
the continuous formation of multitudinous, relatively 
small waves in the water in the tub compartment 
which in turn afford the hydro-massage action. A pair 
of arch support pads are mounted in the bottom wall 
of the tub compartment so as to provide support for 
the feet of a person using the bath. 

8 Claims, 10 Drawing Figures 
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HYDROTHERAPY FOOT BATH 

BACKGROUND AND SUMMARY OF THE 
INVENTION 

The present invention relates to an improved hy 
drotheraphy bath and more particularly, to an im 
proved hydrotheraphy foot bath for providing comfort 
ing and refreshing hydro-massage for the feet and the 
like. 
The improved hydrotheraphy foot bath of the present 

invention comprises a substantially unitary, molded 
plastic, body having a first, upwardly open tub com 
partment and a second closed, separate compartment. 
The size and shape of the tub compartment are such 
that a person's feet or elbow, forearm, wrist and hand 
can be easily placed therein, and the tub compartment 
is adapted to hold a relatively large volume of water, 
i.e., sufficient water to cover a person's feet or elbow, 
forearm, wrist and hand when they are resting in the 
tub compartment. 
The tub compartment is defined by a substantially 

flat bottom wall and side wall. The second compart 
ment is isolated from the tub compartment by bottom, 
side and top walls so as to prevent the ingress of the 
water in the tub compartment into the second compart 
ment. A conventional electro-magnetic coil type vibra 
tor is disposed in the second compartment and is 
adapted, when actuated, to impart vibratory motion to 
the walls of the bath and thus to the walls of the tub 
compartment. This vibratory motion produces thou 
sands of active waves in the water, and these multitudi 
nous waves help refresh and relax hot tired feet and the 
like. 
A pair of arch support pads are mounted in the bot 

tom wall of the tub compartment adjacent to the mid 
dle of the compartment. The pads are spaced apart, 
side by side, so that a person's feet can rest comfortably 
within the tub compartment while the arch of each foot 
is individually supported by an arch support pad. 
The arch support pads are made of molded resilient 

plastic, and their upper surfaces are contoured togen 
erally conform to the arch of a foot. The bottom or un 
dersurface of the arch support pads are generally flat 
except for an integral, nipple-like portion which de 
pends from the center of the undersurface. A pair of 
spaced apart recesses are formed in the bottom wall of 
the tub compartment. Each recess is designed to re 
ceive a nipple-like portion of an arch support pad and 
has at least two, relatively thin, inwardly directed pro 
jections integrally formed adjacent to the upper, open 
end of the recess. These projections serve to releasably 
retain a nipple-like portion of a pad within the recess 
in such a manner that the pads can be easily removed. 
The upper surface of the bottom wall of the tub com 

partment and the top wall of the second compartment 
have an anti-skid texturized finish formed thereon. This 
anti-skid finish minimizes the chances of a person slip 
ping while stepping into or out of the bath. 
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The body of the improved hydrotheraphy bath has an 60 
attractive and pleasing design and shape. Because of its 
unitary, molded construction and because it requires 
only one moving part, a conventional electro-magnetic 
coil type vibrator, the improved hydrotheraphy bath of 
the present invention is relatively inexpensive to manu 
facture and maintain. This affords a significant com 
mercial marketing advantage. 
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2 
Accordingly, it is a primary object of the present in 

vention to provide an improved hydrotheraphy foot 
bath wherein hydromassage action for the feet and the 
like is afforded that helps soothe away minor aches, 
pains and tension. 
Another object of the present invention is to provide 

an improved hydrotheraphy foot bath of the type de 
scribed wherein the improved bath comprises a molded 
plastic body having a tub compartment adapted to hold 
a relatively large volume of water and a separate com 
partment isolated from the tub compartment so that 
water in the tub compartment cannot leak into the sep 
arate compartment; wherein an electro-magnetic coil 
type vibrator is mounted in the separate compartment 
so that when the vibrator is actuated, multitudinous rel 
atively small waves are continuously formed in the 
water in the tub compartment whereby these waves af 
ford hydro-massage action; wherein a pair of spaced 
apart, resilient arch support pads are detachably 
mounted in the bottom of the tub compartment; and 
wherein the upper surfaces of the arch support pads are 
contoured to generally conform to the arch of a foot. 
A related object of the present invention is to provide 
an improved hydrotheraphy bath of the type described 
wherein an integral nipple-like portion depends from 
the otherwise substantially flat undersurface of an arch 
support pad; wherein the bottom of the tub compart 
ment includes a pair of spaced apart recesses therein 
which are adapted to releasably receive the nipple-like 
portions of the arch support pads; wherein at least two 
relatively thin, inwardly directed projections are inte 
grally formed adjacent to the upper open end of each 
recess; and wherein these projections serve to releas 
ably retain a nipple-like portion of an arch support pad 
within the recess. 

Still another object of the present invention is to pro 
vide an improved hydrotheraphy bath of the type de 
scribed wherein the bottom of the tub compartment of 
the bath has an anti-skid texturized surface formed 
thereon; and wherein the electromagnetic coil type vi 
brator includes means for selectively controlling the 
frequency of the vibrations imparted to the water in the 
tub compartment. 
These and other objects, advantages and features of 

the present invention will become more apparent from 
the following description of the preferred embodiment 
of the invention taken in conjunction with the accom 
panying drawings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a preferred embodi 
ment of the improved hydrotheraphy bath of the pres 
ent invention. 
FIG. 2 is a top plan view of the embodiment of the 

improved hydrotheraphy bath shown in FIG. 1. 
FIG. 3 is a side view of the embodiment of the im 

proved hydrotheraphy bath shown in FIG. 1. 
FIG. 4 is a view of one end of embodiment of the im 

proved hydrotheraphy bath shown in FIG. 1. 
FIG. 5 is a view of the other end of the embodiment 

of the improved hydrotheraphy bath shown in FIG. 1. 
FIG. 6 is a bottom plan view of the embodiment of 

the improved hydrotheraphy bath shown in FIG. 1. 
FIG. 7 is a vertical cross-sectional view taken along 

the line 7-7 in FIG. 2. 
FIG. 8 is a vertical cross-sectional view taken along 

the line 8-8 of FIG. 2. 
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FIG. 9 is an enlarged view of the recess formed in the 
bottom of the tub compartment of the improved hy 
drotheraphy bath of the present invention, as desig 
nated by the section line 9 in FIG. 8. 
FIG. 10 is a view similar to that of FIG. 9 except that 

an arch support pad is shown detachably mounted in 
the recess and that the recess has been rotated 90 from 
the position shown in FIG. 9. 
Throughout the various figures of the drawings, the 

same reference numerals will be used to designate the 
same parts of the improved hydrotheraphy foot bath of 
the present invention. Moreover, when the terms 
“right”, “left”, “upper”, “lower”, “bottom' or “top” 
are used herein, it is to be understood that these terms 
have reference to the structure shown in the drawings 
as it would appear to a person viewing the drawings. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

An improved hydrotheraphy foot bath of the present 
invention, generally indicated at 21, comprises a 
molded, body 23 which is preferably made from a rela 
tively strong, stain resistant plastic material. The body 
23 includes an upwardly open tub compartment 25 
which is adapted to hold a relatively large volume of 
water and a second, separate compartment 27 which is 
best shown in FIG. 7 and which is isolated from the tub 
compartment 25 so as to prevent the ingress of water 
from the tub compartment into the second compart 
ment 27. As shown in FIGS. 1, 2 and 7, the tub com 
partment 25 is of such a size and shape as to permit a 
person to rest both his feet or his elbow, forearm, wrist 
and hand therein while submerged in water in the tub 
compartment 25. 
The body 23 includes a continuous, generally verti 

cally disposed side wall 29 and an integral substantially 
flat, horizontally disposed bottom wall 31. A continu 
ous lip 33 is integrally formed on the upper end of the 
side wall 29 about the exterior of the body 23. Five sup 
port members 35 are mounted on the lower surface of 
the bottom wall 31 and are utilized to support the bath 
21 on and above a generally horizontal surface. 
As best shown in FIGS. 1, 7 and 8, an interior, gener 

ally vertically disposed wall 37 extends across one end 
of the bath 21. A generally, horizontally disposed top 
wall 39 extends from the upper end of the interior wall 
37 to the adjacent side wall 29. The interior wall 37 and 
top wall 39 are integral with the bottom and side walls 
29 and 31. A trough 41 is integrally formed between 
the side wall 29 and the adjacent edge of the wall 39. 
The trough 41 is designed to convey water back to the 
tub compartment 25 which is defined by the side wall 
29, bottom wall 31 and the interior wall 37. 
The second compartment 27 is defined by the inte 

rior wall 37 and the top wall 39, together with a sepa 
rate, removable curved wall 43. A pair of screws 45 are 
used to secure the wall 43 to the bottom wall 31 so that 
the wall 43 will remain in the position shown in FIG. 7. 
A conventional, electro-magnetic coil type vibrator 

47 is mounted in the second compartment 27. More 
specifically, conventional mountings 49 are utilized to 
attach the vibrator 47 to the interior wall 37 so that ac 
tuation or operation of the vibrator 47 will impart vi 
bratory motion to the interior wall 37 and thus to the 
side wall 29 and bottom wall 39 of the bath 21. This vi 
bratory motion will cause the continuous formation of 
of multitudinous, relatively small waves in the water in 
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4 
the tub compartment whereby the water affords a hy 
dro-massaging action. The vibrator 47 is connected 
with a source of electrical current, via cord 51. A con 
ventional switch 53 controls the operation, or actua 
tion, of the vibrator 47 and may be used to selectively 
control the frequency of the vibrations imparted to the 
walls of the tub compartment 25. 
An anti-skid, texturized surface 55 is formed on the 

upper surface of the bottom wall 31 and on a portion 
of the upper surface of the top wall 39. This surface 55 
minimizes the possibility that a person may slip as they 
are stepping into or out of the bath 21 and also adds to 
the pleasing or attractive appearance of the bath 21. 
A pair of recesses 57 are formed in the bottom wall 

31 adjacent the center thereof. As best illustrated in 
FIGS. 6-10, the recesses 57 have a generally eliptical, 
transverse cross-section, and each of the recesses 57 
has a pair of relatively thin, inwardly directed (with re 
spect to the longitudinal vertical axis of the recess), in 
tegral projections 59 formed thereon adjacent to the 
upper end of the recess and adjacent to the minor axis 
of the eliptical cross-section. 
A pair of arch support pads 61 are adapted to be de 

tachably mounted on the bottom wall 31 of the tub 
compartment 25 so as to provide support for the arches 
of a person resting his feet in the tub compartment 25. 
More specifically, the pads 61 are made from a soft re 
silient plastic material and have contoured, upper sur 
faces 63 which generally conform to the arch of a foot. 
The undersurfaces 65 of the pads are generally flat so 
as to conform with the upper surface of the bottom wall 
31, except that each pad has a depending, nipple-like 
portion 67 formed in the middle of the undersurface 
65. Each of these nipple-like portions 67 has a size and 
shape which permits it to be facilely inserted within a 
recess 57. The projections 59 function to detachably 
retain the nipple-like portion 67 within the recesses 57 
unless and until the pads 61 are positively lifted or re 
moved from the bottom wall 31. As shown in FIG. 2, 
the recesses 57, and thus the pads 61, are spaced apart 
a sufficient distance so as to permit a person to simulta 
neously rest both his feet on the pads 61 in the tub com 
partment 25. 

In view of the foregoing it should be apparent that the 
improved hydrotheraphy bath of the present invention 
affords important commercially attractive advantages. 
The body 23 has clean pleasing lines. Moreover, the 
body 23 can be substantially, completely made from a 
single molding operation and since the vibrator assem 
bly is the only mechanical parts required, the bath can 
be manufactured and maintained relatively inexpen 
sively. 

It should also be apparent to those having ordinary 
skill in this art that various features of the embodiment 
of the improved hydrotheraphy bath described herein 
may be modified. For example, the body 23 could be 
fabricated from a plurality of separate members, and 
the switch 53 could be a simple off-on switch. There 
fore since the invention disclosed herein may be em 
bodied in other specific forms without departing from 
the spirit or central characteristics thereof, the pre 
ferred embodiment of the invention described herein is 
therefore to be considered in all respects as illustrative 
and not restrictive, the scope of the invention being in 
dicated by the claims, rather than by the foregoing de 
scription, and all changes which come within the mean 
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ing and range of equivalency of the claims are therefore 
intended to be embraced therein. 

I claim: 
1. An improved hydrotheraphy foot bath for provid 

ing comforting and refreshing hydro-massage for feet 
and the like comprising: 
a body including an upwardly open tub compartment 
and second separate, closed compartment, the tub 
compartment having a side wall and a relatively flat 

5 

bottom wall and being adapted to hold a volume of 10 
Water, 

wall means for isolating the second compartment 
from the tub compartment so as to prevent ingress 
of water from the tub compartment into the closed 
compartment; 

means detachably mounted on the bottom wall of the 
tub compartment for providing support for the 
arches of a person's foot disposed in the tub com 
partment; and 

means for selectively imparting vibratory motion to 
the walls of the tub compartment so as to cause the 
continuous formation of multitudinous, relatively 
small waves in the water in the tub compartment 
whereby the water affords hydro-massaging action. 

2. The improved hydrotheraphy foot bath described 
in claim 1 wherein the arch support means includes 
two, spaced apart, resilient pads; and wherein each 
arch support pad is detachably mounted on the bottom 
wall of the tub compartment. 

3. The improved hydrotheraphy foot bath described 
in claim 2 wherein the upper surfaces of the pads are 
contoured to generally conform to the arch of a foot, 
and wherein the undersurfaces of the pads generally 
conform to the upper surface of the bottom wall of the 
tub compartment. 
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4. The improved hydrotheraphy foot bath described 

in claim 2 wherein the bottom wall of the tub compart 
ment includes two, spaced apart recesses therein; 
wherein the undersurface of each of the pads has a nip 
ple-like portion depending therefrom which is adapted 
to fit snugly within a recess; and wherein the recesses 
each include means for releasably retaining the projec 
tions therein. 

5. The improved hydrotheraphy foot bath described 
in claim 4 wherein the upper surfaces of the pads are 
contoured to generally conform to the arch of a foot, 
and wherein the undersurfaces of the pads, except for 
the depending portion, generally conform to the upper 
surface of the bottom wall of the tub compartment. 

6. The improved hydrotheraphy foot bath described 
in claim 5 wherein the body is made from plastic; 
wherein the bottom wall of the tub compartment has an 
anti-skid, texturized surface formed thereon, wherein 
the vibration imparting means is an electro-magnetic 
coil type vibrator unit; and wherein the vibrator unit 
includes means for selectively controlling the fre 
quency of the vibrations imparted to the walls of the 
tub compartment. 

7. The improved hydrotheraphy foot bath described 
in claim 1 wherein the body is made from plastic; and 
wherein the bottom wall of the tub compartment has an 
anti-skid, texturized surface formed thereon. 

8. The improved hydrotheraphy foot bath described 
in claim 1 wherein the vibration imparting means is an 
electromagnetic coil type vibrator unit; and wherein 
the vibrator unit includes means for selectively control 
ling the frequency of the vibrations imparted to the 
walls of the tub compartment. 
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